
Transforming Big Data 
Into Business Value
Big Data is like a force of nature, a vast and uncharted ocean of 

business insight so valuable that it’s become the new currency of our 

global economy. In the past, big data technologies were only 

available to the privileged few—companies with deep pockets and 

an army of experts dedicating man-years of effort to a single project. 

Not anymore. Today, Actian is helping customers large and small to 

navigate big data 2.0 challenges and use the power of predictive 

analytics to deliver real business value.
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The Actian Analytics Platform™ provides the power to connect, analyze 
and take action on big data in ways that were not possible before. 

Our customers include SMBs to Fortune 1000 companies like OfficeMax, Cigna, Amazon, 
FedEx, GE, Siemens, China Telecom, Nikon and many others who are transforming big 
data into business value. 

Using the Actian Analytics Platform™, they are connecting to big data everywhere, 
reaching far beyond the enterprise to the cloud, social networks and the Internet of 
Things. They are analyzing data at the speed of thought, and automating precise actions 
based on real-time business insights. 

With Actian, our customers can run extreme-performance analytics on all their data 
using off-the-shelf systems—and get more from Hadoop. They can integrate with social 
networks, enterprise apps and even smart sensors. And they can open up access to 
analytics for the entire organization from the convenience of mobile apps. 

Our customers are exceeding their own expectations for customer engagement, 
business transformation, continuous innovation, operational excellence, risk 
management and more. Whether the goal is to lay a foundation for enterprise-wide 
analytics or improve time to analytic value for a single application, with the Actian 
Analytics Platform the possibilities are endless.

We give customers the analytics 
platform they need to become 
masters of business insight.
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Customer Success

Business: World’s 4th largest home improvement retailer 

Challenge:   Unlock the value of millions of daily consumer transactions 
hidden in distributed datamarts  

Outcome:  Modernized global retail operations with real-time  
insights into in-store behavior and preferences of mobile-
connected consumers

How Big Data Insights  
Helped a Global Leader in  
Home Improvement
The boom in do-it-yourself home improvement has created one of the most competitive retail 
markets in the world. Groupe Adeo is a leader with 15 billion in revenues generated by 27 
companies operating in 13 countries. Under the Groupe Adeo umbrella are market-leading retail 
outlets, warehouse stores and innovative concept stores processing millions of sales transactions 
every day.

Groupe Adeo recognized the need for robust data 
analytics technology to underpin all of its retail 
business processes in order to expand and innovate 
while maintaining quality of service. 

The company adopted the Actian Analytics Platform™ 
to unlock the mass of data continuously aggregated 
across its datamarts to gain new insights into 
consumer behavior. Deploying the Actian Vector™ 

Analytics Database boosted performance and scalability and provided ease of integration with 
existing technology across the Groupe Adeo enterprise.

Groupe Adeo’s business managers found the Actian solution both easy to learn and use and 
affordable to deploy with flexible licensing options.

According to Groupe Adeo’s IT Director, “Two of our major retailers were using the Actian Vector 
analytics engine for their critical Point-of-Sale applications. It proved to be a robust and proven 
solution, so it was logical for us to extend its use in our organization.”

Groupe Adeo appreciated the ability to create Actian-powered, mobile Action Apps for real-
time in-store monitoring of customer buying preferences, based on consented mobile location 
information, and send targeted promotional offers directly to customers’ phones via SMS. This 
gives Groupe Adeo the advantage of being highly responsive to modern-day consumers.

“We see the development of Action Apps… 
as directly affecting our business efficiency.”

— Director of IT
Groupe Adeo

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200  
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]

www.actian.com



Customer Success

Business: Providing consumer demand data as-a-service to the 
automotive industry

Challenge:   Analyze and predict behaviors of more than 600,000 
prospects drawing from 150 data sources and measuring 
against 300-400 product models 

Outcome:  Re-invented business model with demand sensing,  
increased business in new geographic and vertical markets 
social environment

Analytics Bring Car Shoppers and 
Their Dream Cars Together
When the global economy took a nose dive six years ago, the automotive industry was 
particularly hard hit. Autometrics used the crisis as an opportunity to re-invent its business model 
and harness data analytics for competitive advantage with help from Actian. 

The challenge for manufacturers is knowing precisely which car models to provide to each dealer, 
and what promotions, pricing and incentives will appeal to prospective buyers, right down to the 
zip code level. To deliver this level of insight, Autometrics developed a demand sensing model 
that targets lower funnel prospects (LFPs) – car shoppers most likely to walk on a car lot ready to 
buy if the right make and model is available. 

Autometrics needed more powerful analytics 
and strong cloud integration to support its new 
business model, and so it chose the Actian Analytics 
Platform™. The Actian Matrix™ Analytic Database 
provided massively parallel processing architecture, 
columnar orientation, data profiling and optimization. 
Actian DataConnect™ enabled rapid on-boarding and 
cloud integration for regular updates on prospect 
behavior captured in Website clickstreams and 
around ads and promotional offers.

Today, Autometrics aggregates more than 600,000 
LFPs daily from 150 data sources, measured against 300-400 car models, with the ability to drill 
down on sub-models and trim packages and the granularity to deliver insights at the zip code 
level. The company runs complex queries on more than 2 billion rows of data and delivers 
precisely-targeted, actionable insights in seconds. Demand sensing lets automakers move  
ahead of the demand curve, making better decisions from factory floor to dealer showroom.  
For Autometrics, it’s a game-changer that is driving increased business in new geographic and 
vertical markets.

“In the Age of Data, it’s innovate or die…With 

a partner like Actian, we are leading the 

way to help our customers not only survive, 

but thrive, leveraging the phenomenal data 

assets available today.”

— Stephen Shaw 

CEO, AUTOMETRICS

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200 
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]

www.actian.com



Customer Success

Business: Social network site

Challenge:   To improve social engagement for an online community of 
more than 200 million people generating 7 billion page  
views monthly 

Outcome:  Implemented high-precision marketing in a fast-changing 
social environment

How Big Data Insights Shape   
Social Discovery for Millions
Badoo is a social network for people who want to discover and be discovered by other people in 
a spontaneous way with minimal effort. Badoo users can browse profiles of people with shared 
interests and geographic proximity, and choose to either chat or move on. To maximize their time 
on Badoo and get noticed by others, users can make micropayments that briefly boost their social 
search rankings. 

London-based Badoo serves more than 200 million users generating 7 billion page views per 
month. Revenues come from community engagement—there are no subscription fees or 
sponsored ads. Taking the pulse of millions of highly social and mobile users required that Badoo 
strengthen its technology infrastructure, which led the company to Actian.  

By implementing the Actian Analytics Platform™ 
and the Actian Vector™ Analytics Database, Badoo 
has established an environment of unconstrained 
analytics. For Badoo’s business leaders, the challenge 
is to plan, target and time their marketing campaigns 
with extreme precision on a massive scale in a fast-
paced environment of social interaction.

With Actain, there’s no need to spend a lot of time 
setting up queries, creating models and indexes, and 
waiting for results. Badoo can run ad hoc queries on 
any and all of its data, any time, and iterate quickly 
through discovery.

The company’s marketing and finance departments 
have gained real-time and actionable insights into user activity on the site so they can plan and 
adapt campaigns and business development strategies effectively while maintaining an engaging 
social experience for the growing Badoo online community. 

“We can now ask anything of our data and 
our users’ activity and get answers in just 
seconds. The performance delivered by the 
Actian Analytics Platform will make our 
company more agile in responding to trends 
in the environment, and will strengthen our 
competitive advantage.”

— Ian Broadhead 
BI Lead, Badoo

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200  
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]
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Customer Success

Business: Information technology enabled services including business 
process outsourcing and software services

Challenge:   Analyze utilities data generated by millions of smart meters 
polled in 15-minute intervals

Outcome:  Helped Germany’s utilities sector make the shift to smart 
meters and modern energy management practices

Analytics Sparks German  
Innovation in the Utilities Sector
When Germany adopted smart meters, the volume of energy usage data transmitted to utility 
companies grew by a factor of 35,000 compared to traditional meter monitoring, forcing utilities 
to re-evaluate the fitness of their IT infrastructures for smart technologies.

To address this challenge, Datamatics Global Services GmbH developed the Homes Hosted 
Meter Solution, an automated approach to gathering and analyzing smart meter data quickly and 
cost-effectively for more informed energy management.

Datamatics integrated its solution with the Actian 
Analytics Platform™ and the Actian Vector™ Analytics 
Database in order to meet utility sector demands for 
performance, ease of integration and use, scalability 
and cost-savings. Now Datamatics can provide smart 
meter data as a tailored solution with automated 
processing and analytics capabilities.

In Datamatics benchmarks on conventional hardware, 
Actian Vector analyzed data from up to 7 million 

smart meters being polled every 15 minutes by the Homes Hosted Meter Solution. Datamatics 
recognized that once installed in its hosted service environment, Vector could scale to every 
household in Germany. 

Actian also offered cooperative analytic processing and flexible deployment for easy integration 
with the Datamatics IT environment and business model.

“An important factor in selecting Vector was the licensing model,” said Thuleweit, Managing 
Director of Datamatics. “We are pleased that Actian tailored its solution to our utility  
business model.”

Thanks to Datamatics and Actian, Germany’s utility customers can analyze hourly or daily energy 
usage trends from mobile or desktop devices to gauge demand and automate billing while 
ensuring tariffs are charged according to government guidelines. 

“Actian Vector is the only data analytics 
engine that can process such an amount of 
data with standard SQL queries.”

— Michael Thuleweit 
Managing Director of Datamatics

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200 
Redwood City, CA 94063 

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]

www.actian.com
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Customer Success

Business: French leader in social gaming apps 

Challenge:   Lack of visibility into the social gaming behavior and 
preferences of 10 million fans  

Outcome:  Transformed a social gaming empire for increased customer 
retention, increased growth through targeted partner 
promotions, and reinvented a genre for the digital world

How Analytics Helps Social Game 
Creators Attract Millions to Stay 
and Play
IsCool Entertainment is among Europe’ leaders in the social gaming apps market, which is 
expected to exceed $8.5 billion by 2015*. The company’s fast-growing catalog spans the 
collectible card and multiplayer board game genres. With 10 million fans and a business model 
built on free-to-play social games, monetization relies on highly engaged fans. To create and 
market social games that encourage gamers to stay and play online, IsCool turned to the Actian 
Analytics Platform™ and the Actian Vector™ Analytics Database. 

IsCool chose the Actian platform for its extreme 
performance and scalability on commodity hardware; 
ease of integration with its existing IT infrastructure 
and BI tools; and the ability to optimize complex 
queries against large data stores with no need to 
manage indexes, summaries or special schemas.

With Vector, IsCool can now run real-time 
analytics on customers’ social gaming activity and 
interactions. Using insights gained, they can generate 
leaderboards, offer rewards and deliver virtual prizes 
to delight their fans. On-demand analytics helps 
IsCool provide its partners with timely promotional 

opportunities driven by social gaming patterns and behavior. Actian delivers these capabilities 
in the cloud, quickly and cost-effectively scaling loads based on demand without the need to 
invest in a large, onsite server estate. Analytics played an additional role as IsCool reinvented its 
collectible card genre for the digital world based on customer preferences. 

According to IsCool CTO Florian Douetteau, “We’re using Actian Vector to investigate consumer 
behavior and better understand what inspires them to play, interact and recommend. Fast and 
actionable business analytics allow us to deliver tailored offers to our customers and advertising 
partners and improve monetization of the games we develop.”

*Source: Social Network Games: Casual Games Sector Report 2012 

“Fast and actionable business analytics from 
Vector will allow us to deliver tailored offers 
to our customers and advertising partners, 
and thus improve monetization of the 
games we develop.”

— Florian Douetteau
CTO, IsCool Entertainment

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200  
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]

www.actian.com
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Customer Success

Business: Software-as-a-service for healthcare decision  
management support

Challenge:   Provide fast, affordable on-demand access to a billion rows 
of medical data

Outcome:  Unlocked the power of Evidence-based Medicine for 
improved healthcare with on-demand analytics

How Evidence-Based Medicine 
Tames Big Data
The race to cure the world’s most widespread diseases and health issues depends on the ability 
to transform research data into actionable medical insights. It’s a huge collaborative research 
effort involving large volumes of historical and population data. Contributing to this effort is 
Medical Data Vision (MDV), which provides decision management support software and services 
to hospitals and private health clinics throughout Japan. 

“Our MDV Analyzer is an Evidence-based Medicine (EBM) service that collects and shares 
medical data with hospitals and pharmaceutical companies so they can analyze the success of 
treatments by different categories to help make better decisions on how to improve medical 
care,” said Shinji Hirai, EBM Planning Team Manager at MDV.

MDV Analyzer runs on the Actian Analytics Platform™ 
and is made available to customers as a hosted EBM 
service. Powered by the Actian Vector™ Analytic 
Database, it aggregates volumes of complex data 
from epidemiological studies, clinical research and 
drug development. On-demand analytics help 
MDV customers investigate the effects of medical 
treatments across populations and identify disease 
risk factors as well as targets for preventive medicine.

According to Hirai-san, fast results are critical to 
customer adoption of the MDV service. With Actian Vector and MDV Analyzer, queries analyzing 
up to 1 billion rows of data are returned in as little as 2 seconds. Exceptional performance is 
delivered using commodity hardware, without the need for tuning, which is increasingly important 
as MDV scales its service to support new customers. 

Hirai-san also noted that the Actian platform integrated seamlessly with MDV’s EBM 
infrastructure, ensuring timely roll-out of the MDV Analyzer service. Today, MDV supports more 
concurrent users running more complex queries on larger data volumes with faster responses.

“The Actian Vector database allows more 

users to analyze more data, faster, which 

is an absolutely critical part of our solution. 

We love Vector and it helps us to save lives.”

— Shinji Hirai

EBM Planning Team Manager, MDV

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200 
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]

www.actian.com



Customer Success

Business: Leading office products and services retailer

Challenge:   Lack of timely access to data hampered merchandising, 
sales and inventory management

Outcome:  20x faster analytics, increased market basket sizes, rapid 
turnover of merchandise, improved profits

How a Top Retailer Beat a  
Tough Economy with Market  
Basket Analytics
For OfficeMax, the way to succeed in an uncertain economic climate is to anticipate and respond 
to customers’ changing needs with speed and efficiency. When the retailer approached Actian, 
its goal was to boost store traffic and inspire shoppers to increase their basket sizes through more 
targeted merchandising and promotions, which meant digging faster and deeper into its customer 
and product data.

According to Charlie Baugh, SVP of Information 
Technology at OfficeMax, “We had more than enough 
data, but we couldn’t access it or interpret the 
information fast enough. It took us almost three hours 
to extract just one week’s worth of retail sales data 
from our database.”

Baugh’s team evaluated database solutions and chose 
the Actian Analytics Platform™ and the Actian Matrix™ 
Analytics Database. Matrix delivered more than a 20x 
performance improvement for OfficeMax and met its 
strictest requirements for Market Basket Analysis. 

“We needed a data analytics solution that would help 
us improve our merchandising capabilities and optimize promotions, shelf space, and product 
placement for promotional selling seasons and everyday offerings. Actian Matrix proved to us on 
the spot that it could help us meet these business-critical goals.”

With Matrix, weekly retail data is loaded in less than a minute. Comprehensive market-basket 
analyses now aggregate detailed sales history from multiple sources, with the ability to drill down 
by specific categories, SKUs, geographies and stores, and deliver actionable insights in seconds.

With a better understanding of purchase affinities, and a new ability to predict consumer shopping 
patterns and manage inventory levels more effectively based on insights, OfficeMax is seeing 
significant increases in market basket sizes and faster turnover of its merchandise.

“Not only can we meet consumer demand, 

but we are able to anticipate it. With the 

insight into our data that Actian Matrix pro-

vides, we can also make appropriate adjust-

ments to our inventory and avoid making 

mistakes with ‘safety stocking,’ which helps 

to protect our bottom line.”

— Charlie Baugh

SVP of Information Technology, OfficeMax

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200 
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]
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Customer Success

Business: Clinical Trial Service Unit and Epidemiological Studies Unit 
(CTSU), University of Oxford

Challenge:   Lack of analytic sophistication and speed hindering 
researchers in need of meaningful data 

Outcome:  Unlocked access to a long-term study of 500,000 subjects, 
accelerating time to insight for medical research worldwide

University of Oxford Helps  
Researchers Unlock Big Data for 
Medical Breakthroughs
For research experts at the University of Oxford, the quicker they can gather and analyze research 
data on the causes, prevention and treatment of cancer, heart disease and stroke, the sooner 
discoveries can be transformed into beneficial and in some cases life-saving medical treatments 
and therapies. 

The University’s Clinical Trial Service and 
Epidemiological Studies Unit (CTSU) is transforming 
big data into medical research insights using the 
Actian Analytics Platform™ and the Actian Vector™ 
Analytics Database.

In a project with UK Biobank, CTSU is curating data 
from 500,000 research study volunteers over a period 
of years, and making it available to the scientific 
community. Actian Vector is providing dramatic 
improvements over previous database performance in 
terms of data mining and analytics. 

According to Martin Bowes, an Oxford database 
administrator, “The first thing we noticed was that you 

could do aggregations, pivot the data the way it needed to be and sum the columns, all within a 
few minutes. There is no steep learning curve, and you don’t need lots of hardware to benefit from 
its performance. It gets on with the analytic job at hand and has dramatically reduced the time 
required to analyze data and make it available.”

Today, online requests from CTSU-approved scientists are transformed into database queries 
through custom scripts, with no need for special ETL or BI tools. Each query against Biobank 
data is unique, yet with Vector, it takes just seconds or minutes as opposed to the days it took 
previously.

Bowes describes Vector as a reliable, low-maintenance solution backed by world-class support, 
adding that “It is fair to say that we are future-proofed with Vector and…the opportunities  
are endless.”

“Vector’s performance makes it possible to 

run queries that were previously impossi-

ble. We’ve gone from seeing queries hang 

or take an age to run, to complete disbelief 

at just how fast Vector handles them and 

returns results. Simply jaw-dropping.”

— Martin Bowes

Database Administrator, CTSU

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200  
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
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Customer Success

Business: Ireland’s Office of Revenue Commissioners 

Challenge:   Handling millions of tax-related filings without sufficient 
data integration and analytics power  

Outcome:  Automated and accelerated processing and analysis of tax 
filings for improved returns with less fraud risk and more 
than 25% savings on operational and maintenance costs

Ireland’s Office of Revenue  
Commissioners Sees Big Returns,  
Reduces Fraud Risk with Analytics
Ireland’s Office of Revenue Commissioners (“Revenue”) processes more than 200 types of 
declarations and returns for more than 2 million taxpayers and 750,000 businesses.  
To provide the depth of business insight to manage such a large-scale endeavor, Revenue turned 
to Actian. 

Revenue’s IT department chose the Actian Analytics 
Platform™ and the Vector™ Analytics Database for all 
of its back-office and public-facing systems, including 
Integrated Taxation Services, Revenue Online Services, 
case tracking and contact management systems, 
data warehouse, and third-party Customs and Excise 
systems. Exceptional analytics performance and strong 
data integration were top priorities.

“We simply cannot afford to be ‘off the air’,” said John Barron, Revenue’s CTO. “We undertook a 
series of tests to lay the foundation for a smooth migration. The support we received from Actian’s 
Professional Services team was essential to the success of the project.”

Vector improved performance and scaled to handle analytics and reporting against rapidly 
growing volumes of data.  According to Barron, “Because of improved performance, we have also 
saved on operational and maintenance costs, and we expect to achieve further savings here.”  He 
also noted that the Actian licensing model led to an added 25% savings.

Revenue’s IT team was freed from the tedious manual work of building data aggregates, tuning 
database performance, and caching data. Using Vector, they saved significant time in deployment 
and integration, and met demand from business managers for real-time access to meaningful data 
through Revenue’s business intelligence portal. 

With Vector, Revenue is minimizing tax evasion with improved risk analysis and profiling and 
applying risk models to tax declarations and transactions in real time in order to spot anomalies 
and identify incidences of tax fraud. 

In 2012, Revenue managed the timely  
processing of tax filings and reported more 
than €36.6 billion in tax revenues with help 
from the Actian Analytics Platform

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200 
Redwood City, CA 94063

Actian Corporation +1.888.446.4737 [Toll Free]
 +1.650.587.5500 [Tel]
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Customer Success

Business: Wireless GPS location technology and services for  
law enforcement

Challenge:   Resource-strapped law enforcement agencies tasked with 
monitoring 15,000 probationers and parolees 24/7

Outcome:  Helped law enforcement transform massive GPS data into 
actionable insights for improved crime detection, prevention 
and parolee reintegration

Holding Criminals Accountable 
through GPS Monitoring and  
Data Analytics
SecureAlert provides electronic monitoring programs and services to federal, state and local law 
enforcement agencies. Resource-strapped agencies look to SecureAlert to monitor and track more 
than 15,000 probationers and parolees including high-risk individuals who have committed crimes 
of violence. Electronic monitoring adds a level of accountability and provides agencies with “extra 
eyes” in the field.

SecureAlert’s TrackerPAL II™ is an ankle-worn 
“electronic tether” that enables 24-hour monitoring 
using GPS technology. According to Steven Florek, 
VP and Managing Director of Offender Insights and 
Knowledge Management at SecureAlert, GPS data 
on offender activity is collected at the rate of one 
trace every minute for each person being tracked, 
translating to billions and billions of records. 

SecureAlert uses the Actian Analytics Platform™ 
and the Actian Matrix™ Analytics Database to 
transform GPS data into actionable insights with 
the performance and scalability required by law 
enforcement agencies.

“We are helping our customers conserve resources by rapidly analyzing thousands of GPS data 
points in a scatter plot and determining whether they all represent one specific ‘cluster’.  
If a late-night robbery occurs near the home of an offender who is on probation for theft, we can 
analyze the time-stamped GPS traces and let law enforcement know that from 5 p.m. to 6 a.m., an 
offender was definitely at his or her home and therefore, is not a suspect.”

Florek also noted that Matrix helps SecureAlert to run ad-hoc queries on big data and pinpoint 
parolees’ suspicious or risky behavior patterns. 

“We are able to identify behavior patterns of homelessness more quickly. Timely notification about 
these patterns can help law enforcement to better support those re-entering society and ensure 
they stay engaged with the rehabilitation services they need to successfully reintegrate.”

“Our processing rates are phenomenal with 
Matrix – a basic query on the billions of 
records in our database now takes about 
eight to ten seconds to run. The incredible 
speed with which we can deliver relevant 
answers to law enforcement for even the 
most complicated queries is saving them 
precious time – and more than likely,  
saving lives.”

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200  
Redwood City, CA 94063
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Customer Success

Business: Europe’s leading provider of freight and vehicle  
exchange services 

Challenge:   To manage 450,000 freight offers/day and 30,000 
warehouse/logistics options with efficiency and security  

Outcome:  Built high-performance analytics into entire transport chain, 
gaining real-time insight into daily marketplace operations 
and beefing up security

Europe’s Freight & Cargo Leader 
Drives Efficiency and Security  
with Analytics
TimoCom revolutionized Europe’s transport sector by creating an electronic marketplace for 
freight and vehicle exchange. Company leaders recognized early on that sustained business 
growth would require improved performance and deeper insights into its international operations, 
and turned to Actian for help.

“Our database in its existing form had reached its limits,” said Ingo Klose, Manager of Business 
Intelligence at TimoCom.  

TimoCom chose the Actian Analytics Platform™ and 
the Actian Vector™ Analytics Database based on 
the advantages of a massively parallel processing 
architecture with columnar structure, adaptive 
compression, compiled queries, high-speed 
interconnectivity and in-memory analytics.

By integrating the Actian solution with its TC Truck & 
Cargo and TC eBid applications, TimoCom can track 
and report on transport and warehousing contracts, 
and optimize vehicle fleet and warehouse capacity 
and utilization, accelerating time-to-insight across the 
transport chain.

With Actian, TimoCom can quickly detect and analyze 
suspicious or irregular activities, ensuring a more secure and reliable experience for customers.

“We saw up to a 100% improvement in query speed in our initial tests without having done 
any optimization of the tables or inquiries. The performance when using Vector on our existing 
virtualized systems was remarkably good.” 

Today, TimoCom is a ¤42 million company managing 450,000 daily cargo space and freight offers 
from more than 100,000 users. For TimoCom, Action Apps™ provide an ideal solution to develop 
custom mobile apps to empower staff with access to business insights anytime, anywhere. 

“We switched to Actian Vector to manage 
an increasing amount of data for analysis 
and reporting. The new analytic capabilities 
not only provided us with more effective 
and deeper insights into customer behavior 
but also improved our ability to identify any 
irregularities and prevent theft.” 

— Ingo Klose
Manager of Business Intelligence, TimoCom

500 Arguello Street, Ste. 200 
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Actian transforms big data into business value for any organization – not 
just the privileged few. We are committed to helping customers large or 
small in any industry to overcome the limitations of legacy and point 
solutions that are not only too slow but too complex, siloed, and costly to 
meet today's business demands.   

Actian provides customers with the power to collect, analyze and take 
action on big data based on real-time and predictive insights. We are 
seeing customers unlock the hidden value of data in exciting new ways to 
re-invent themselves, pursuing new business opportunities and sources of 
revenue with great agility while also reducing cost and risk.

The Actian Analytics Platform™ delivers extreme performance on 
commodity hardware, overcoming technical and economic barriers to 
broad adoption of big data. It makes Hadoop enterprise-grade by 
providing high- performance ETL, visual design and SQL analytics without 
the need for MapReduce skills.

Every day, tens of thousands of innovative organizations rely on Actian 
analytics solutions for competitive advantage in financial services, 
telecommunications, digital media, healthcare, retail and other industries. 
Founded in 2005, Actian is a privately-held company with headquarters in 
Silicon Valley and offices worldwide. 
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